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By John Jewell

The Prince goes to war
Media coup, media mistake, or simply, blatant media collusion?
On
February
28th
Matt military manoeuvres. This material
could only be produced when
Drudge, called the most powerful
man in journalism'
broke the Harry returned home or when the
story on his website2 that since story was leaked elsewhere. And,
before Christmas Prince Harry, although the story appeared in
a junior officer in the Blues and the little known Australian current
Royal regiment, had been on a affairs magazine, New Media,
secret tour of duty in Helmand on January 7th, when the world
Province, Afghanistan. In a story famous Drudge report carried the
subtitled, 'They're calling him story, the wider media blackout
ended.
Harry the Hero', Drudge reported
As soon as this story broke it
that the Army had managed to
keep the Prince, and of course the became noticeable how ready the
story itself, away from the worlds UK media was for this to happen.
The BBC 10 O'clock news had it
media.
as its lead story - Huw Edwards
How was it possible?
opened the programme against
the
backdrop of 'Prince Harry at
In this day and age, when
even the most minor of celeb- War'. sWe saw royal correspondent,
rities cannot sneeze in public Nicholas Witchell, interview Harry
in Helmand Province .We saw the
without it making the newsprint
somewhere, how was it possible young Prince fire a machine gun,
to keep the whereabouts of the we saw him playing football with
his colleagues, we heard him talk
third in line to the British throne
secret for so long? Well, it was of his mother, 'looking down on
achieved with complicity of the him having a giggle'. Harry was
hierarchy of the British media. As presented as being completely at
the Times pointed out3 the four home, completely part of a very
month operation was kept out British struggle. Witchell's closing
the news due to an agreeme t remarks to camera emphasized this
reached between the Ministry of unity: 'The presence of the Prince
Defence and the major news orga- is a reminder of the commitment
nizations. Peter Wilby, writing in and sacrifice of all the men and
the Guardian, outlined the deal4. women who have served there'.
In return for ignoring
Harry's As if the British public needed the
presence in Afghanistan whilst appearance of a Royal to underhe was there, television and press stand the nature of patriotism
and sacrifice in wartime, the BBC
would gain unparalleled interview
access to the Prince, footage of imparted the words of Gordon
him in action and details of his Brown, 'the whole of Britain will
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be proud of the outstanding
service he is giving'6.
On ITV7 the coverage was
much the same. In an extended
programme - the Harry coverage
stretched to 32 minutes in total
- the theme was 'The Prince on
the Front Line', as Mark Austin
presented from Kabul. A report
from Paul Davis focussed very
much on the idea of Harry the
soldier. He was filmed alone,
walking on patrol past derelict
and destroyed buildings, he was
shown firing (we were told) a
50 calibre machine gun, we saw
him relay orders and information
over the radio. We even saw him
riding a motorcycle a la Steve
McQueen.
Both news programmes showed
Harry as part of a collective effort,
and, with images of him launching
missile mortars etcetera, we saw a
much sanitized 'boys own' version
of a very dangerous conflict. At
the time of writing, five British
soldiers have been killed in South
Afghanistan in the last month,
94 in total since the war began
in 20018. Under President Hamid
Karzai the country is dependent
on external aid and beset by a
host of problems, from a revived
and determined
Taliban insurgency to an indigenous economy
based largely on the illicit drug
trade. With that in mind both
the BBC and lTV were providing
a valuable Public Relations boost
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to the Army who had taken some
criticism in recent times over the
conduct of the conflict9 and its
treatment
of veteran soldiers.
On ITVlo, Major General Patrick
Cordingley candidly admitted to
Trevor McDonald that the media
coverage had been, 'good for
recruitment.'

Blanket coverage
In the press, there was similar
blanket coverage as this once
wayward royal" was now the
nation's hero. In the Telegraph12
the first five pages were devoted
to 'Harry in Afghanistan' whilst the
editorial proclaimed finally, 'we are
delighted for him'. The Guardian13
ran a picture of the Prince its front
page, rather pointedly next to a
story proclaiming,
'Afghanistan
mission close to failing - US'. The
Times14 carried the story on the
front page and pages 4-9. The
tabloids were even more comprehensive, The Sun15 had '11 pages
of unrivalled coverage' and a front
I.
2.

3.

4.

6.

7.

9.

page of Harry in full fatigues with
the headline, 'Harry in Afghanistan: One of our boys'. What was
interesting here was the complete
editorial turnaround.
Last June
Harry was criticised for attending
a nightclub in the immediate
aftermath of the death of the
150th British soldier in Iraq. The
Sun invited its readers to ring their
'you the jury' number to vote on
whether the Army should tolerate
such behaviour16. Now we had
this editorial entitled 'We Salute
You' stating that 'the third in line
to the throne, best known for
falling out of clubs, proves what
the Sun knew all along. He is a
man of outstanding courage who
has risked having his head blown
off by the Taliban so he can serve
his country with his mates'17.Even
by the standards of the Sun, this
was quite a redefinition of the
Prince who once dressed up as
a Nazi. On that occasion, Arthur
Edwards, royal photographer and
self proclaimed friend of Princess
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Diana, was moved to write,
'soldiers will feel disgust'18.
The Mirror19
also provided
a spectacular PR makeover for
Harry. The headline on page 6
proclaimed, 'Dirty Harry - 'I've
been days without a shower, clean
clothes, a drink ... but I don't miss
boozy nights back home at all'.
Over 10 pages of derring do saw
the prince tell of 'my war' whilst
its editorial sang, 'Here's to you,
Harry the brave'.
That the British media acquiesced so readily to the MOD over
the news blackout should surprise
nobody. The editors themselves
saw compliance as their duty. Neil
Wallis, the executive editor of the
News of the World, stated, 'there
was a consensus that was stuck to
rigidly ... this is not about censorship, this is about responsibilityzo.
And, if we look back through
20th century history, we will see
that the British media has consistently supported its government
in time of war.
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War stories
In his influential work on the
history of war reporting, The First
Casualty21, Phillip Knightley wrote
that during World War One more
lies were told than in any other
period of history. Government
mendacity was aided by the news
barons - Beaverbrook of the Daily
Express was Minister of Information and Northcliffe, owner of
the Times and the Daily Mail, was
director of propaganda in enemy
countries22.
In World
War Two, Tom
Hopkinson, editor of Picture Post,
decided not to be open about
the British evacuation of Dunkirk
in 1940. He stated, 'I decided
not to tell the British people the
truth. There is something more
important than telling the truth'23.
At the time of the Suez crisis in
1953, the Director General of the
BBC was Sir Ian Jacob, a former
war colleague of Prime Minister
Eden. The Chair of the Board of
governors was Alexa nder Cadogan
who had served in the Foreign
Office and was at that point a
government appointed director of
the Suez Canal Company24. It was
12.
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17.
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no wonder that Lord Deedes was
to later write, 'there was a feeling
during Suez among the ministers
that the BBC was in the last resort
a branch of government. They
were not easily disabused of this
notion'25. During the Falklands
war, the Thatcher government
enjoyed the unswerving support
of the press whilst on television
there was an incredible lack of
coverage and what did appear
was sanitized26. By 1991 and the
first Gulf war the MoD simply
assumed the media would toe the
line. Knightley recounts and editor
telling him, 'We were not invited
to the MoD to discuss the guidelines. They were handed to us and
it was assumed automatically that
we would accept them'27.
Since 1912 there has existed
in Britain an organization created
to monitor the publication
of
sensitive material. It is called
the Defence, Press and Broadcasting Advisory Committee and
is composed of MoD officials and
members of the media28.
In recent years, it has issued
recommendations
about
the
reporting
of the role of the
security services, and the preven-
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tion of terrorism. Essentially, it
relies on the media to act responsibly under their guidance. That
is to say, the Committee has no
legal authority to enforce the law.
And when General Sir Richard
Dannatt, Chief of General Staff
met 25 senior members of the
media in September 2007, the
deal where Harry was sent to
Afghanistan was thrashed out29.
Of course, this is self censorship.
Bob Satchwell, executive director
of the Society of editors, said that
despite lengthy discussions about
the ethics of the blackout, 'the
consensus was that as army chiefs
had decided the prince would go
to war it would be wrong to put
him and his soldier colleagues
at extra risk by publicizing his
deployment in advance'3D. In a
sense this attitude is understandable and no one would wish to
jeopardise the lives of any soldiers,
but what of the wider implications of such a cosy relationship?
John Snow was in no doubt. In
a 'snowmail' written on Channel
4 News website he wrote, 'One
wonders whether viewers, readers
and listeners will ever want to trust
media bosses again'31.
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Should we trust
anyone in the media?

sively on government officials as
sources for information, then the
British public will continue to be
We should be concerned at the misled on serious issues.
relationship between media and
It may be the case that the
government. We live in a culture hierarchy of the media - the
where mainstream media, more cultural managers that Chomsky
often than not, simply accepts and Herman33 refer to - the
what it told. In the case of the editors, the leading columnists
run up to the Iraq war in 2003 etc share a class interest with
journalists simply published and the state. So there exists within
broadcast
government
propa- the news media an institutional
ganda
over
WMD's.
Times bias that guarantees the mobilicolumnist Matthew Paris told the sation of certain campaigns on
Independent, 'Mostly on WMD the behalf of the elite few. This
we believed what we were told. would be one way of looking at
I'm not ashamed about having what happened with Prince Harry
believed what I was told'32. Mary - the fact that the entire media
Ann Sieghart was as revealing, 'If and political establishment engithe chairman of the Joint Intel- neered a news blackout just so one
ligence
Committee
produces person could fulfil a professional
a dossier saying that they are wish seems extraordinary
and
convinced that there's a very massively disproportionate. Mark
strong case that Saddam has Curtis, in his excellent work on
WMD, who are we to question
British foreign policy since 1945,
that?'
states that the economic structure
But
governments
should of the media industry determines
be questioned
by the 'fourth
our news. He makes the point
estate' and we should expect that these large companies are
our media to question ministe- in the business of making money
rial pronouncements on issues of and ensuring the existence of the
national security. If they do not, status quo. It is not in the interests
and continue to rely almost exclu- of the media to antagonise and
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challenge the system or promote
alternatives34.
In any event - what publicity
for the Royal Family and the Army!
The Times reckoned the exercise
a 'Tour De Force' and stated that
'the public should salute Prince
Harry's deployment'35. The Independent,
so often the most
crusading of newspapers and
champion of the peoples' right
to know36, rather shamefacedly
owned up to its role, 'What are we
coming to? The British media have
conspired to censor themselves;
the Royal Family has secured a
publicity coup; the Ministry of
Defence has pulled off a public
relations stunt that is a recruiting
campaign for the armed forces
- and this newspaper goes along
with it all.' Yes, the story of Prince
Harry's 10-week tour of duty in
Afghanistan is a curious one37.
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